Abstract: Large area chemical vapor deposited graphene and hexagonal boron nitride was used to fabricate graphene -hexagonal boron nitride -graphene symmetric field effect transistors. Gate control of the tunneling characteristics is observed similar to previously reported results for exfoliated graphene -hexagonal boron nitride -graphene devices. Density-of-states features are observed in the tunneling characteristics of the devices, although without large resonant peaks that would arise from lateral momentum conservation. The lack of distinct resonant behavior is attributed to disorder in the devices, and a possible source of the disorder is discussed.
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Graphene-insulator-graphene symmetric field effect transistors (SymFET), where a bottom gate controls the carriers in the bottom layer graphene while a top gate controls the top graphene layer, have been theoretically shown to exhibit negative differential resistance (NDR) in the tunneling characteristics, due to resonance in tunneling when the Dirac points of the two graphene layers are aligned. 2, 3 Britnell et al. first demonstrated gatecontrolled tunneling in exfoliated graphene -hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) -graphene heterostructures 4, 5 and later demonstrated resonant tunneling induced NDR in a similar structure. 6 It has also theoretically been shown that the resonance peak is largely dependent on the degree of defect-induced disorder and may also depend on the misorientation of the two graphene layers. 2, 3, 6 Although an exfoliated graphene-based system allows the observation of NDR, the large scale realization of these devices is not possible. In this work, SymFETs with both graphene and h-BN grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) have been fabricated and characterized. Figure 1 shows the structure of a graphene -h-BN -graphene SymFET. CVD graphene obtained from ACS Material 7 was transferred onto 90-nm-thick SiO 2 on a silicon substrate using wet transfer techniques, and then annealed in forming gas. 8 After patterning the graphene by Published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 123506 (2014).
etching in O 2 plasma, Ni/Au contacts were deposited on this bottom layer of graphene. A 2-nmthick Ti layer was deposited using e-beam evaporation, and then wet-etched to form a Ti protection layer. Hexagonal boron nitride was grown on Ni using atmospheric CVD in a hot wall furnace. Nickel foils (25 µm, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar) were chosen as the catalytic substrates for the h-BN synthesis. Ammonia borane (BH 3 -HN 3 ), a commonly used h-BN precursor, was heated to sublime at ~120 ºC by a heating tape and delivered to the furnace by Ar:H 2 carrier gas. The typical growth time is 10 min, followed by rapid cooling. The growth process results in multilayer h-BN with 3 -7 layers, identified by TEM cross-section characterization. The h-BN was wet-transferred and annealed in forming gas, the Ni being etched using FeCl 3 solution and dilute HCl. Next, CVD graphene was wet-transferred as the top layer. The top graphene was then patterned by etching with O 2 plasma to a dimension of 49 µm by 13 µm. The h-BN layers are also etched in the plasma, while the Ti layer protects the bottom graphene layer. Ni/Au contacts were deposited on the top graphene layer. The structures thus formed were again annealed in forming gas. A 2-nm-thick Ti seeding layer is deposited, followed by atomic layer deposition of ~10 nm HfO 2 . Ni/Au is deposited as top gate contacts. Fig. 1(b) shows the cross-section of the device, with the biasing scheme. The bottom gate primarily controls the carrier concentration in the bottom layer, while the top gate primarily controls the top graphene layer. The Dirac points of the two layers are adjusted by the voltage across the tunnel barrier, V DS . Figure 2 shows typical characteristics of tunnel current density (J D ) on a logarithmic scale versus voltage for temperatures of 77 K and 300 K. We find that the tunneling current is not dependent on temperature. This indicates that direct tunneling current through the h-BN dominates any trap-assisted tunneling current. In contrast, for the case of thick dielectrics with a high defect density, the current flowing through the dielectric is trap-assisted, resulting in temperature-dependent tunnel current characteristics. 9 Figure 3 shows experimental current density on a logarithmic scale versus voltage for three typical CVD graphene -h-BN -graphene devices taken across a die that is ~1 cm 2 . Also shown in Fig. 3 are experimental characteristics for similar heterostructures fabricated using exfoliated graphene and exfoliated h-BN of either four 4 or six 5 layers. The magnitude of current density through exfoliated h-BN has previously been observed to change by ~20X per monolayer of h-BN. 4 Comparing the magnitude of the current density for the CVD case to that of exfoliated suggests the thickness of the multilayer CVD h-BN ranges from approximately 4 to 5 monolayers. We also note that the shape of the characteristics as a function of the voltage across the graphene electrodes is very similar. The results demonstrate gate-controlled tunneling for CVD graphene -h-BN -graphene devices similar to the previously reported results for exfoliated graphene -h-BN -graphene When examined over a linear current range, some devices show plateaus and/or kinks in their current-voltage characteristic, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The plateaus in the curves are indicated with a red circle. To understand this behavior we perform simulations of the device behavior, using the theory 5 in which no in-plane momentum conservation is assumed.* The resulting simulated characteristics are shown in Fig. 5(b) , for precisely the same device geometry (i.e. tunnel barrier and gate dielectric thicknesses) as in the experiment, and assuming slight pdoping in the graphene layers (Δ = -0.1 eV is the separation of the Fermi energy and Dirac point for both layers, for zero V DS ). We find good agreement between the simulated and the experimental results. The plateau in the curves arises when the Fermi energy of one of the graphene layers (the bottom graphene layer in this case) passes through a minimum in the density-of-states, i.e. the Dirac point for that electrode. Over this small energy range, the transmission probability of the carriers is approximately constant whereas the density of carriers available for tunneling decreases and then increases, resulting in the plateau.
Our results indicate that we have well-defined tunneling occurring between the two graphene electrodes, with clear modulation due to the bottom gate. However, we obtain agreement between the simulated and measured tunneling characteristics only when we consider the situation of no in-plane momentum conservation. When some limited amount of momentum conservation is included in a rigorous transfer Hamiltonian computation, then a resonant peak occurs in the tunneling current, 2, 3, 6 but we observe no such peak in our experimental characteristics (even when measured over a larger range than that of Fig. 4) . The plateau discussed above does not indicate the occurrence of a resonant peak, but rather, is simply a density-of-states effect. 5 A complete lack of resonant behavior corresponds to a lateral coherence length for the tunneling of ≲1 nm in the transfer Hamiltonian approach, 2 which produces results that are nearly identical with those from the non-momentum-conserving theory. Fig. 6(a) shows the Raman spectrum of that graphene layer, with 2D/G ratio of ~2:1 and no D peak. This demonstrates that the bottom layer of graphene is single monolayer and the defect density is quite low. 10 However, following Ti deposition and removal, along with transfer of the h-BN onto the bottom graphene layer, we find that its characteristics are degraded (Fig.  6(b) . The latter displays a peak ~1360 cm -1 which we associate with the disorder (D) peak of graphene. (This Raman line is at nearly the same energy as that due to the E 2g vibrational mode within the h-BN layers. However, the concomitant increase in width of the graphene G peak between Fig. 6(a) and (b) indicates that the 1360 cm -1 peak does indeed arise from the D line of graphene. 11, 12 Furthermore, a shoulder appears on the right side of the G peak, indicating the defect induced D' mode. 13 ) Apparently the processing steps of Ti deposition/removal followed by h-BN transfer have produced disorder in the bottom graphene layer. Therefore, in our devices, we attribute the small coherence length to the bottom graphene layer which has suffered degradation due to the full device fabrication. Further examination of these process steps will, we believe, reveal the limiting step that produces the degradation of the bottom graphene layer in the present devices.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated gate-controlled tunneling in a CVD graphene -h-BN -graphene system similar to the exfoliated system. 4, 5 Temperature-independent tunneling is found, indicating non-trap-assisted direct tunneling. Density-of-states features are observed in the characteristics, in excellent consistence with simulation, which clearly reveals the role of defects on possible resonant tunneling or the lack thereof. Improvements in the processing steps will therefore lead to higher crystalline order in both graphene layers, thereby achieving resonant behavior and the associated NDR. With such improvements, practical applications of these devices in large scale electronic circuits should be possible. 
